
                                    

 

 

                             

                                        

 

The Dramatory’s Terms and Conditions Tockington Lamda Tuition 
 

 

Lamda Examinations 

Where possible, we work to a term on, term off exam policy, (one term we work towards 

examinations, the next term we have a break) rehearsing for lamda can be intensive, and a term 

break after examinations enables us to ensure that groups are working at the right level and have 

adequate skills and preparation before they enter their next grades. There is also a minimum age 

requirement for each examination which we must ensure that we meet.  

Lamda examinations are held in a public exam centre in Bristol, due to the exams being held in 

out of school hours, students are required to make their own way there, and are encouraged 

where possible to share transport. Lamda confirm the exact date and time of examinations ten 

days before they are due to take place, and not before. When we have received this information 

from Lamda, we then contact parents with a timetable containing these details and arrangements.  

The groups in which students are entered and the grades they taken are at the class teachers 

professional recommendation and discretion and are decided in liaison with students are 

parents/carers.  

 

Missed Sessions 

Unfortunately, we cannot refund class fees if a student is ill or absent from sessions. If a session is 

cancelled due to staff illness or adverse weather conditions, sessions will either be re-arranged in kind, or 

refunded either directly, or within the next terms fees.  

 

Registration forms 

We ask that all participants complete a Registration form for emergency contact details and photo consent. 

Due to the nature of the sessions, we regret that any young person without a completed registration form 

will not be able to participate in the session.   

All information received on registration forms will stay confidential within The Dramatory and we are fully 

GDRP compliant. Our data protection policy and Child safeguarding policy can be viewed on our website 

under policies: https://www.thedramatory.co.uk/term-dates. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thedramatory.co.uk/term-dates


Class/term Fees   

Class fees are set at £11.00ph for each participant and £8.00ph per sibling for their Tockington 

Lamda Drama Sessions. This is a set fee, only altered by the number of weeks in each term. We 

strive to never raise these fees and they stay the same irrespective of whether entered into an 

examination that term or not for reasons detailed below. 

Lamda examination fees vary depending on the grade entered, the higher the grade the higher the 

fee.  The Dramatory enters their students into ‘Group’ examinations, meaning that The Dramatory 

pay a fee per group (as opposed to a fee per individual) to Lamda, the more groups entered, the 

higher the exam fees.  

Because of their ‘Group entry’ and the differing costs in examinations between grades entered, we 

use a small percentage of each child’s term fees each term to contribute towards the costs of the 

group examinations. This we believe is a fairer and more equal way of spreading examination 

costs amongst groups, students and amongst terms.  

Every participant receives the same allocated lesson time and has the same Lamda experience so 

we believe should expect to pay the same fees. This way the fees always stay the same 

irrespective of the Grade they are entered into. We also very strongly believe that your term fees 

should be the only fee you pay, there should be no ‘extra’ or ‘hidden fees’ associated with our 

sessions.  

We choose to collaboratively collect the exam fees because the alternative would involve invoicing 

parents separately per Lamda examination. This method expects parents to cover the cost of 

examinations on top of existing term fees. This is often a more expensive way of hosting these 

examinations and means that the higher the grade the higher the fee, making some examinations 

un-affordable and out of reach. It also means the smaller the group the more expensive the fee as 

there would be less participants to split the group fee between. This also results in inconsistent 

term fees as fees would depend on a number of factors; including grade entered, number of 

participants per group, the raising of fees by Lamda themselves, entering or removing students 

from examinations or the re-printing of certificates etc, this will incur an additional fee, which at 

present doesn’t affect student’s fees.  

Essentially each student by attending our sessions contributes a small amount towards their 

termly group Lamda fee, parents of students can expect to pay exactly the same as each other, 

irrespective of age/grade and our term fees will never increase (even when Lamda raise their 

exam fees or when we are met with additional exam costs). The only potential downside to this 

way of working, is if too many class participants drop out, we may not have the adequate funds to 

cover examination costs and may not be able to continue hosting our classes.  

This is why the term fees stay the same irrespective of whether we are working towards 

Examinations or not, as during the termly break, that small percentage per student, is still used 

towards the cost of previous or future examinations, Administration, Printing, Costumes, Staffing 

for the day of the exam etc.  

If an examination is cancelled, we will always endeavour to re-arrange these as soon as practically 

possible and because the students have not paid an additional or individual fee but have 

contributed simply by attending lessons, we cannot refund individual examination fees as this has 

already been accounted for, and the cost of the exams are absorbed into the fee they pay each 

term. 

 

 



 

Payment of Class Fees 

Payment of term fees are required by the second week of every Lamda term. Reminders of term 

fees are sent termly in both newsletter and electronic invoicing. Failure to pay class fees will result 

in students not being entered into examinations and The Dramatory reserve the right to remove 

participants from classes until the fees are paid. Extenuating circumstances should be discussed 

with company director Charlotte.   

Please can you send Electronic Transfers (B.A.C.S) to; 

 

The Dramatory 
NatWest Account Number:  61783927 

Sort Code: 600824 
(Please state the name of the Participant/Young Person as the Reference 

 

  Thank you. 

 

 

Staff – ratios and CRB/DBS checks.  

In line with Child protection policies, The Dramatory always operates within the recommended staff to child 

ratios. 

All Dramatory staff hold DBS checks and are fully briefed on Child Protection procedures. 

 

Behaviour of Participants 

All Dramatory staff are briefed on behaviour management, and have previous experience of working with 

Children and Young people. 

However, in the rare event of a child being deemed a danger to themselves/or to others they may be asked 

to leave the workshop and a phone call will be made to collect them. However, we try to deal with any 

issues that arise in the space of the sessions and encourage both participants and parents to talk to us if 

they have any concerns.  

 

 

Photographs 

It is possible that photographs and video footage will be taken in lessons for both Marketing / Promotional 

and rehearsal purposes; including the Dramatory Website, and Social Media Pages and will be taken with a 

professional camera (never a personal device).  

We ask that all parents/carers have completed the ‘Photograph consent’ section of the Registration form, 

and if photo consent is not given, we will make sure that The Dramatory never displays pictures with that 

child/Young Person visible on their website or Social Media pages.  

 

If you have any questions or concerns about our policies or Terms and Conditions, please email The 

Dramatory’s founder Charlotte Wright at: Charlotte@TheDramatory.co.uk. 


